final chapter, on cell radiation biology,
is somewhat better.
The text is not footnoted, but each
chapter has an extensive list of suggested readings from a wide variety of
sources.
John M. Hamilton
Park College
Kansas City, Mo.
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BIoLOGY TEACHER'SHANDBOOK,ed

by Evelyn Klinckmann. 2nd ed., 1970. John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York. 692 pp.
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AS A SUBVERSIVE ACTIVITY, by
Neil Postman and Charles Weingardner. 1969. Delacorte Press, New York.
234 pp. $5.95.

TEACHING

The relatively high price of this slim
book is more than justified. It is especially relevant for science teachers,
since part of science teaching is helping
children learn how to learn. The point
of view held by the authors and conveyed repeatedly in a variety of contexts is that the primary concerns of
educators (the educational establishment) are not the primary concerns of
students. Educators are primarily concerned with producing people who will
become bureaucratic functionaries and
fit well into today's society. The roles
envisioned by students are seldom, if
ever, the content of education.
Postman and Weingardner favor a
new education that would create people
who could "be part of their own culture
and at the same time be out of it." They
envision a person "not completely captivated by the arbitrary abstractions" of
his own society. Such a person would
be freed from dependency on arbitrary
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authority, have greater respect for himself as "anti-entropic" agent, and so
would be ready to question the entrenched attitudes and beliefs of his
society.
In the reviewer's opinion the crucial
chapter is "What's Worth Knowing?" It
provides a mirror in which the teacher
will see reflected the priorities behind
his present teaching practices. Here the
definition of inquiry used by the authors acquires a new and exciting perspective. For them, inquiry means inquiring into issues of concern to the
learner. And, as most of us know, that
is not common practice in most schools.
Carl Rogers' belief that "anything that
can be taught to another is relatively
inconsequential, and has little or no
significant influence on behavior" is
fundamental to the Postman-Weingardner philosophy.
The authors offer proposals for producing a better learning environment.
Some have to do with the training of
teachers, others with modifying the
school's procedures. The proposals are
radical ones-remember the title of the
book!-but the authors would ask the
teacher to examine his premises for rejecting them. Here are some of the proposals:
1. Prohibit teachers from asking any
questions they already know the answers to. (This proposal would not only
force teachers to perceive learning from
the learner's perspective but would help
them to learn how to ask questions to
produce knowledge.)
2. Make every class an elective and
withhold the teacher's monthly check if
the students do not show any interest
in going to next month's classes.
3. Require that graffiti in the schools'
toilets be reproduced on large sheets of
paper and hung in the halls. Graffitithat
concerns teachers and administrators
should be chiseled in stone at the main
entrance of the school.
4. Prohibit the use of the following
expressions: teach, syllabus, covering
ground, I.Q., disadvantaged, gifted, accelerated, enhancement, human nature,
dumb, college material, administrated
necessity.
I recommend this book to any teacher who is interested in making his
school more humane. The book is especially suited to the teacher who worries about why so many students stare
out of windows, cut classes, or see
school as separate from "living." For
these teachers this book could be the
start of a new way of life.
Fred A. Rasmussen
Biological Sciences Curriculum Study
Boulder, Colo.

General Biology
BIOLOGY SERIES [booklets],
ed. by James Bond. 1967-70. Educational Methods, Inc., Chicago. "Heredity," by Gary Parker, W. AnJx
Reynolds, and Rex Reynolds (1970;
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The first edition (1963) of this excellent book was prepared by a team actively involved in BSCS programs. The
second edition lists 12 new contributors
whose expertise in the teaching of
biology complements that of the contributors to the first edition.
The book has five sections. Section 1
discusses the origin, development, and
organization of the BSCS program. Extensive consideration is given to behavioral objectives in applying the inquiry process to the teaching of biology.
The inclusion of material developed in
1969 by the McREL-BSCS group enhances the effectiveness of the book.
Chapter 3 of section 1 contains updated,
succinct descriptions of instructional
materials produced by BSCS.
Section 2 is entitled "Invitations to
Enquiry." [The spelling "enquiry" has
come to denote the editor's point of
view.-Ed.] This material is essentially
the same as that of chapter 4 of the first
edition; however, the Invitations have
been indexed, which will facilitate their
use. According to the contributors the
Invitations are "teaching units that
bring before the student small samples
of the operation of enquiry." They
directly involve the student in the operation of the process. The teaching methodology for use of "Invitations to Enquiry" is described in detail. Students
and teachers who use the Invitations
will share a unique experience.
The teaching of biology is the focus
of section 3. The chapter on teaching
strategies and styles has been vastly
changed from the first edition. Models
for structuring learning activities are
proposed. Considerable attention is
given to strategies of questioning and
discussing. Useful checklists to help
teachers develop more productive
teacher-student interaction are included
in chapter 6. Chapter 8, on evaluation,
has been improved by the addition of
material on students' perception of tests
and the purpose of tests. Since evaluation is a difficult task for many teachers, this chapter could have been
strengthened by including more information on assessing progress through
means other than tests, and more references pertaining to evaluation could
have been provided.
Section 4, devoted to the background
of biology-physics, chemistry, and

statistics-is essentially the same as that
of the first edition except for a severe
reduction in the chapter on biochemistry. Although it is true that knowledge
in this field is growing rapidly, it does
not seem reasonable to reduce this
chapter to a mere listing of references
to be searched out by the teacher: basic
concepts and conceptual schemes providing a foundation of information on
which the teacher could build through
further reading should have been included. The chapter on statistics would
have been strengthened by including a
consideration of research design.
Section 5 is composed of six appendices: a list of republished research
papers in biology, a selected bibliography for teachers, a description of
laboratory facilities for BSCS biology,
itemization of techniques and materials
for the biology laboratory, and lists of
sources of films and of information on
career opportunities in biology. All appendices, except for the last-mentioned,
have undergone complete revision and
updating. The appendix on techniques
and materials will be especially useful
in the preparation of solutions, reagents,
and stains. Material on the maintenance
and handling of laboratory organisms
will be an aid to the teacher who establishes and maintains his own cultures.
Although this book was developed
by individuals associated with the BSCS
program, it can be used successfully in
any high school biology program. It
should become a standard tool of
biology teachers in stimulating interest
in the study of biology. The book should
also be considered for use in pre-service
biology methods courses.
Jack E. Sherman
University of Colorado
Colorado Springs

